CPP30607 Certificate III in Investigative Services

PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR
The Investigations industry requires people who are inquisitive, have an eye for
detail and are ready for a challenge. This industry is exciting and growing, offering
fantastic opportunities for those who hold this qualification.

This training is delivered with Victorian and Commonwealth Government Funding.
Eligibility Criteria apply

Who should take this course?
If you would like to work in the Investigations
Industry in Victoria, this qualification is the
mandatory requirement for obtaining your
Investigator's Licence. We focus on the entrylevel competencies to work as a Professional
Investigator.

What will I learn?
This qualification will provide you with the
basic, underpinning knowledge required to
work in the Investigations industry. You will
learn skills in surveillance, factual investigation,
conducting interviews, locating subjects and
insurance claims.

Where will it lead?
Once licensed, Investigators undertake work from:
Motor Vehicle Accident (TAC) Investigations
Personal Injury Claims
Insurance Claims
Matrimonial Infidelity matters
Missing Persons
Pre-trial research

Why choose us?
We are Victoria's largest and leading provider
of training and professional development to
the Security, Investigations and Public Safety
sectors. Our staff and trainers have extensive
experience in all aspects of the industry with
considerable networks, relevant insight and
hands-on field experience to share. Our
quality instruction and compliance processes
are admired for setting benchmarks in the
industry.

How long will it take?
This qualification is available to be completed
over a range of delivery models, including
weekday, evening and weekend. Delivery
ensures that all Victoria Police - Licensing &
Regulation Division (LRD) minimum face-toface training hours are met for the categories
of Private Investigator.

COURSE UNITS
BSBFLM303C

Contribute to effective workplace relationships

BSBWOR301A

Organise personal work priorities and development

CPPSEC3001A

Maintain workplace safety in the Security Industry

CPPSEC3009A

Prepare and present evidence in Court

CPPSEC3026A

Work effectively in Investigative Services

CPPSEC3027A

Develop an Investigative Plan

CPPSEC3028A

Compile an Investigative Report

CPPSEC3029A

Provide quality Investigative services to clients

CPPSEC3030A

Conduct surveillance

CPPSEC3031A

Organise and operate a surveillance vehicle

CPPSEC3032A

Gather information by factual investigation

CPPSEC3033A

Conduct interviews and take statements

CPPSEC3012A

Store and protect information

CPPSEC3034A

Operate information gathering equipment

FNSMCA304

Locate subjects

Licencing
Once you have successfully completed this
qualification, you can apply for you Private
Investigations Licence with Victoria Police. Any
applicable fees for licencing are payable to
Victoria Police.

